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103 Mo Jiang is going to come back…
"But… he is my responsibility and now he is my son. Don't forget this…" Si Li coldly
said.
"He is the last vestige of Big Brother and Sister-in-law, I don't want to lose him…
please…"Mo Jinnan helplessly said and his eyes were slightly watery.
"Your Big Brother is going to come back soon" Si Li suddenly interrupted him.
Mo Jinnan, Si Yan and Mu Che were stunned.
Mo Jiang was going to come back…
Was it real?...
"Wh...What did…did you say?" Mo Jinnan stuttered. He was in disbelief as if he heard
something wrong.
Three years back, on Little Champ's birthday, a bad incident happened. Luckily, Si Li
and his team were able to save Mo Jiang and Little Champ but didn't able to save Liu
Juan.
Little Champ had minor injuries, but on his special day, losing his parent, was a great
shock for him. He was unconscious for three days.
Whereas, the doctor was able to save Mo Jiang, but, he had gone to the coma and the
doctor didn't know when Mo Jiang would be able to wake up.

At that, without letting anyone know, Si Li transferred Mo Jiang to his special hospital
and even, declared Mo Jiang's death to the world and also erased all the details of
Little Champ, as if Mo Jiang and Liu Juan didn't have any child.
When Mo Jun and Mo Jinnan got the news related to Mo Jiang and Little Champ.
They were furious.
How could Si Li do this?...

Even they asked the reason and Mo Jiang's whereabouts, but Si Li refused to answer.
Mo Jun and Mo Jinnan tried all the methods to get the information of Mo Jiang. Even
Mo Jun cried in front of Si Li, but still, Si Li refused to answer.
He simply answered "When Jiang would recover and I kill the culprit. I will bring him
back and I will take all the punishment, whatever you decide for my action".
Even Elder Si didn't know where was Mo Jiang.
Before reaching to the hospital, Mo Jiang was still conscious and he made Si Li to
promise him that he would protect Little Champ and became his father.
So in the matter of Little Champ, Mo Jun and Mo Jinnan didn't say anything as it was
Mo Jiang's decision a.k.a Little Champ's father's decision and all of them were agreed
with it without any question, as they believed in Mo Jiang's decision.
However, they didn't expect that Si Li even took Mo Jiang away from them.
Afterwards, enemies came after Mo Jinnan, however, Si Li saved him. At that time,
Mo Jun and Mo Jinnan understood that Si Li didn't have any mala fide intention, he
just wanted to protect them. So they agreed to wait for Mo Jiang to come back.
After that Mo Jinnan decided to enter in the Underworld business, as Mo Jiang was
already in this business and never allowed his brother to enter in this dark world.
However, now Mo Jiang was not here, so it was the time for Mo Jinnan to leave the
peaceful life and entered in the dark world.
Even, Si Li decided to fight for the position of King of Underworld and both, Mo
Jinnan and Si Li succeed in their mission. After stabilizing their position, they started
searching the culprit, who killed Liu Juan and destroyed Mo Jiang's family.
However, they still didn't find the culprit. Si family and Mo family tried to talk to
Little Champ, but he didn't say anything. If anyone mentioned anything related to Mo
Jiang or Liu Juan made Little Champ's mental condition worst. So all of them stopped
mentioning anything about Mo Jiang and Liu Juan, as if they were not related to Si
family and Mo family.
Until now, except Si Li, no one knew that Mo Jiang was where…
However, now Si Li was saying that his Big Brother was coming back…
There was not the single day during these three years when Mo Jiang and Mo Jun
didn't remember him…

Mo Jinnan didn't know how to describe his emotions…
His Big Brother was finally coming back…
Mo Jiang was coming back…
Finally, after three years…
…
"You heard right, your big brother is coming back" Si Li repeated with a firm voice.
Tears started falling from Mo Jinnan's eyes, his legs were shivering and he lost his
balance…
Thank goodness, Mu Che and Si Yan held him at the right time and prevented him
from falling.
"Mr Mo…"
"Bro Jinnan… are you alright?"
Mo Jinnan nodded and stabilized himself and asked in a hoarse voice "Did…Did you
hear? Big Brother is coming back…".
"When…When is he coming back?" Mo Jinnan asked with hope in his eyes.
"That I don't know" Si Li said in a firm voice.
In fact, even Si Li didn't know when Mo Jiang would be able to wake up, but he got
information yesterday, when Lu Lan was sleeping, that Mo Jiang' body showed some
reaction and he would be wake up soon.
Even, doctors also mentioned that from the moment Si Li left from the Mo Jiang's
room, Mo Jiang's body started showing positive reactions. It seemed that Mo Jiang
took Si Li's threat seriously.
Even Si Li was determined that if Mo Jiang took even a single second extra after three
months, Si Li wouldn't hesitate to kick Mo Jiang out.
Of course, Si Li didn't forget the humiliation, which he had faced in that building from
Mo Jiang's men. He would take his revenge and made Mo Jiang to pay
hundred…no…no… thousand times…

"However, I have set the time of 3 months" Si Li continued.
Now Mo Jinnan understood why Si Li made the deal with Mo Jun and promised to
find the culprit within 3 months.

